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Introduction 
In this paper we consider groups Ef’n-1 (JJoo), p > 2 of Vinogradov’s C-spectral 
sequence for a differential equation in a one-dimensional linear bundle. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we, following [I], expose the C-spectral 
sequence construction and refine the description of the groups Ef’“-‘(YW) for our case. 
In Section 2 we obtain a presentation of the group EF1”-‘(JJm) for evolution equations 
useful in practical computations. Using this result, in Section 3 we compute the group 
EfY1(JJW) for some evolution equations with one spatial variable, in particular, for the 
KdV, MKdV, PKdV and Burgers equations. In Sections 4-6 the groups Erj”-‘(Yoo) 
for p 2 3 are discussed. Main results are formulated in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 
contain their proofs. 
The author is grateful to Prof. A.M. Vinogradov for posing the problem and to I. S. 
Krasil’shchik for useful discussions. 
Throughout this paper notations from [l] are used. Namely, 
- J”(n), 0 < k 6 00 is the space of k-jets of a fiber bundle T : E:+m + M”, 
Correspondence to: N.G. Khorkova, Volokolamskoe sh. 16b, korp. 2, kv. 45, 125 080 Moscow, 
Russia. 
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- 7rk : J”(n) + M”, al;+ : J”(r) + J”(r), k > s are natural projections, 
- F&r) = Cm(Jk(rr)), F(a) = 1 im ir k K are rings of smooth functions on Jk(7r) d F ( ) 
and J”(n) respectively, 
- Fk(?r,[) = I’(ai([)), F(n,[) = lim dir Fk(n,t) (T : E,“+” + M” and t : ET+, + 
M” are bundles), 
- Y, is the infinite prolongation of a differential equation y = {F = 0}, F E Fk(r,[), 
- Ys = Gl,s(Yco), 
- J’,(Y) = J’(n) ly,, F(Y,) = limdir F,(Y), 
- CDiff(P, Q) is th e module of C-differential operators from F(n)(F(y,))-module P 
to F(n)(F(Y,,))-module Q, 
- Xl, * * *, zn, pi, 1 6 j < m, 0 = (h,. . . , i,), 1 < i, 6 n, 0 < s < co is a canonical 
coordinate system in ,J”(x), 
_ D; = d/0x; + C,,j r& d/+i * 1s the total derivative with respect to x;, 
- & is a restriction of an operator A E CDiff( P, Q), where P and Q are F(r)-modules, 
to Yew, 
- A* is the adjoint operator, 
- OF = (C,,j D,(q;) ~FI/%$, . . . , & D,(G) dF,/b$), for F = (J’I,. . . , Fm) E 
F/h E), v = (w, -. ., 91) E F(T, T) is the universal linearization operator. 
1. The C-spectral sequence of a differential equation 
1.1. Let y be an equation and CA’(yoo) be th e module of l-forms vanishing on the 
Cartan distribution (see [l]). C onsider in the algebra A*(y,) the ideal CA*(yoo) gen- 
erated by CA’(yoo). This ideal and all its powers CkA*(yoo) are stable with respect to 
the operator d. Thus, in the de Rham complex {A*(yW),d} on Y, the filtration 
A*(YJ = C’A*(&,) II C’A*&) I . . . ZI C”A*(y,) II . . . 
arises. 
The spectral sequence {E~‘q(Ym),&‘lq} d e ermined t by this filtration is called the 
C-spectral sequence for y, (see [l]). 
1.2. Let Qr, . . . . Qlc be F(Y,)-modules. Consider the module 
CDiff{Qr,. . . , Qk) = cCDifl(Ql,. . . , Qk; Ap(Ym)), 
PBO 
(1.2.1) 
where CDiff(Q; R) = CDiff(Q, R) and 
CDiff(Qr,. . . , &Ic; R) = CDiff(Qr,CDiff(Qx, . . . , Qk; R)). 
Consider a derivation 
d : CDiff(Qr,. . . , Qk; Ap(Yw)) + CDiff(Q1,. . . , Qk; np+‘(Ym)), 
@(V))(c717 ***,qk) = (-l>‘“ct(v(q,,...,Qk)), Qi E Qi, 
where V(qr,. . . , qk) = (...(v(ql)(q;?))...(qk)). 
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It can be seen that dad = 0, i.e., (1.2.1) is a complex. In the case Qr = . . . = Qk = Q 
it is denoted by {CDiff(k){Q},ct), where 
CDiff(k){Q] = CDiff{C&)j. 
k 
Obviously, skew-symmetric operators constitute a subcomplex {CDiff$){Q}, (t) of 
(1.2.1). 
For any F(JJ, )- modules Q, Q’ consider the modules 
cDifl(k){Q; Q’> = ~CDirr(q(Q, Q’; ip(Ym)), 
PW 
where 
CDiff(q(Q, Q’; Ap(Yoo)) = CDiff(u, Q’; lip(Yw)), 
k 
and 
CDifl${Q; Q’} = xcDi$j(Q, 8’; Jip(Ym)), 
where alternation is considered over the first k arguments. It can be shown that 
d(CDifl(k)(Q, Q’; hp(Y,))) C cDiffp,(Q, Q’; ~ppl(Ym)), 
d(CDiff$(Q, Q’; np(Ym))> c CDifi$j(Q, Q’; ip+‘(Yw)), 
i.e., CDiff(k.{Q; Q’} is a complex and CDiff$){Q; Q’} is its subcomplex. 
1.3. Let Y = {F = 0} C J”(n), F E Fk(?r,[) b e a regular equation. Recall that 
y = (F = 0) is called regular if 
Jy = CDiff(P, F(n))(F), 
where Jy = {f E F(T) ] fly, = 0} and P = F(n,<). 
Define K = DC(~)/&(~). If Q is an F(yW)-module, then by [Q] we denote the 
restriction of Q to y,: 
[Ql = Q/(Q - JY). 
Consider the composition v(“) = {up } of the maps (s) 
CDiff&@l; PI) 2 CDiff&){[K]; [K]} 2 CDiff$f{[h]}, (1.3.1) 
where alt is the alternation map, while 
wm1, * * * 9 as) = Wl, * * * , Qs-17 ~&s)), (1.3.2) 
for 0 E CDiff$_,){[t-c];[P]}, q; E [K], IF : [K] --f [PI. 
Then v(“) o 2 = do v(“) and thus kernel and cokernel complexes are defined. 
Theorem 1.3.1. ([ 11) If Y is a regular equation, then 
E,S1p(ym) = HP(Coker v(‘)). 
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1.4. The following lemma is needed in the sequel. 
Lemma 1.4.1. Consider a commutative diagram 
%-2 
I 
-in-l 
An-1 t 
&L-l 
I 
Yn 
Al * 
a 
1 
An/ im (~~-1 
I A-2 
h-1 
I 
A-1 
B, 
I 
P 
&/imP,-1 
1 
0 
(1.4.1) 
where Ak, Bk are groups, (Yk, ,6k, ‘yk are homomorphisms, Q, p are natural prOjeCtiOnS 
anda;ocr;_l=p;oP;-l=O,i=l,...,n. Then 
H”-‘(Coker{y;}) M Kery/a(Kery,), 
where y is defined by the commutative diagram 
Yn 
A, * Bn 
c! 
I I 
P (1.4.2) 
Y 
A,/ im (Y,._~ - &I imp,-1. 
1.5. Since the complexes CDiff&,{[~];[P]} and CDiff${[r;]} are acyclic in all di- 
mensions i # n (see [l]), Lemma 1.4.1 and Theorem 1.3.1 can be used to compute the 
groups E;Yn-l. 
Rewrite (1.4.2) in our case 
CY I (1.5.1) 
cDiff$_,,([4, [f’];An(Yw))/ im d. y CDiff$i([n]; hn(Y,))/ im 2. 
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From the definition of the map 2, (‘) = {v?)} (see (1.3.1) and (1.3.2)) we obtain 
(uW))(o 1,**.,49 ) = qq1, * * * , TITS-l, &+I,)) 
S-l 
- C( 0 Ql ,...,Qi-l,Qs,Qi+l,... 7 iF(qi)), 
iZ1’ 
where 0 E CDiff$_l){[r;]; [PI}, q; E [K]. 
Using the isomorphism (see [l]) 
CDiff$_,)([~], [I’]; an(YW)/irn d z CDiff&)([~]; [@I), 
where [P] = Hom([P],R”(JJ,)), we can construct the following two maps: 
pu, : CDiff$_l)([~l, [PI; A”(Y,)) 3 CDiff$_l)( [K], [I’]; i\“(Y,))/ im d 
2 CDiff%t_,)([K]; [PI), 
and 
vu, : CDiff$_,,([K]; [p]) 5 CDiff&,([K]; [P];i”(YW))/im d 
r CDiff$;([K]; n”(Ym,)/irn d + CDiff$_,)([K]; [k]). 
Now diagram (1.5.1) transforms to 
(1.5.2) 
cDq_l,o4 PI> 
US 
- CDiff$i([K]; a”(YW))/ im d. 
In what follows we use a more suitable description of ps and TJ, ([l]). Namely, 
PI(A) = A*(l), A E CDiff(Qr,lin(Yoo)), and inductively, 
cls(A> = ~~-1 0 A, A E CDiff(Qr,. . . , Qs; R”(Y,)). (1.5.3) 
For V, one has 
dWq1,. . . , qs-1) = &(A(q,, . . . , qs-1)) 
s-l 
- C( A ql,... 7 Qi-17 *7 qi+1, * * * , qs-1 )(iF(qi>>, 
i=l 
(1.5.4) 
where A E CDiff$_,~([~]; [k]), ql,. . . ,qs-1 E [K]. 
Bringing together the above and using Theorem 1.3.1 and Lemma 1.4.1 we obtain 
the following result: 
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Theorem 1.5.1. If y is a regular equation, then 
E I”‘“-‘(yo0) z Ker w,/p,(Ker u:)), 
where the maps VP), ~1, and v, are given by (1.5.2), (1.5.3) and (1.5.4), respectively. 
1.6. In the sequel equations of the following form are considered: 
Y = {F = 0} c J”(x), F E F&r), IT : En+’ ---f M”. 
In this case 
while 
cDifi$“,W, [PI; n”(Yw)) M CDi$(F(Yw), F(Y,); F(Ym)) 
is generated by the operators 
(A,A...AA,>~V:F(Y,)~...~F(Y~)~F(Y~), Z 
s+l 
where Aj, V E CDiff(F(Y,), F(y,)), and 
((Al A . .- A As) @ V)(fi, -a., fs+d = ((A, A . . . A &)(fi,. . . , fs))V(fs+l) 
((AI A . . . A As>(fl,. . , fs)) = W&(f& fj E F(Y,). 
Similarly, any operator A E CDiff$([n]; [p]) % CDiff$(F(YW); F(Y,)) can be 
written as 
A = c A?) A . . . A A?) E CDiff(F(Y,), F(y,)), 
i 
A:’ E CDiff(F(Y,), F(Y,)). 
In what foIIows, to simplify the notations, we omit summation over i and write 
A = Al A . . . A A, instead of A = c. Ati’ A . . . A Aci’ 
In the case under consideration ker wn ’ (“l) (see (l.i.2)) is generated by operators 
A=(A,A... /, A,) 8 V = E(Al”’ A . . . A A?)) @ Vti), 
i 
such that 
(A,A.. .AA,)@VO~F = e(A,h.. .AA~_~AVO~~AA~+~A.. .r\A,)@Ak, 
k=l (1.6.1) 
where Aj, V E CDiff(F(Y,), F(Y,)). 
Equation (1.6.1) can be rewritten as 
A, A . . . A&Av&=O. (1.6.1)’ 
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Further, ker U, (see (1.5.4)) is generated by operators 
q =Arr\ . . . A A, = c A:’ A . . . A A;) 
such that 
pF o (A, A.. . A A,) = 2 A; o (A, A . . . A A,_, A ip A A,,, A . . . A A,), 
k=l 
where Aj E CDiff(F(Y,), F(Y,)). 
Finally, we give the formula for p,+r (see (1.5.3)): 
(1.6.2) 
PS+~ ((Al A . . . A A,) @ V) = V* o (A, A . . . A A,). (1.6.3) 
2. The group E~‘n-l (y) for evolution equations 
2.1. Let Y = {F = 0) b e a regular equation. Then (see [l]) 
E T”-‘(yo0) = G/H, 
where G is the group of all operators A E CDiff([K], [P]) such that 
?F o A = A* o iF, 
while H = {V o f~ 1 V E CDiff([P], [PI), V = V*}. 
(2.1.1) 
2.2. Let Y be an evolution equation in a one-dimensional linear bundle x : En+’ + 
M”, locally represented as 
Y= {% = f(vb...,%,...)), 
where x = (21,. . . ,z,), t = z,, n $! (T, f E Fk(7r). 
In the sequel, we use local coordinates {x,p, 1 n $ o} on Y,. 
The aim of this section is to prove the following result: 
(2.2.1) 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let Y be an evolution equation (2.2.1). Then Ef’“-‘(yW) is isomor- 
phic to the linear space of all C-diflerential operators 
A = xai,...;,,_,D;I . . ..oo>.. : F(y,)+ F(y,&, 
ai, . ..i._l E F(y,), such that & o A = A* o in, where F = p, - f(z,pg, . . . ,Pu,..* )* 
Proof. If Y is an evolution equation, then any C-differential operator A : F(y,) + 
F(y,) can be locally represented as 
N 
A=xAko@, AN#O, 
k=o 
(2.2.2) 
where Ak = c ak,il...;,_, ofl 0 . . . 0 n>Zi, ak,il...i,_l E F(Y,). 
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We say that N is the order of A with respect to t and write N = ordt A. 
Lemma. If un operator A satisfies (2.1. l), then 
A=VOIF+A, 
where V, A E CDiff F(Y,), F(Y,)), V = V*, ordt A = 0. 
(2.2.3) 
Proof of the Lemma. Let A satisfy (2.1.1) and N = ordt A. Then it is of the form 
- _ 
A=VOZF+AN-1, (2.2.4) 
where V,A,-,r_r E CDiff F(y,), F(y,)), V = V*, ordt A 6 N - 1. To prove this 
statement we first replace A in (2.1.1) by (2.2.2): 
(2.2.5) 
Equation (2.2.5) can be rewritten as cF=y Bk 0 ot Ic = 0, where the operators Bk do 
not contain &. It is clear that the last equation is equivalent to the system Bk = 0, 
k = O,..., N + 1. We say that Bk is the coeficient of @. 
Obviously, BN+~ = AN + (-l)NAh and hence 
A& = (-l)N+fA~. (2.2.6) 
Using (2.2.6), one obtains 
(ANDY-‘)* = (-l)N-‘D~-l o A& = B,"-' o AN 
N-l 
= 
c 
C~_lD~-l-k(A~)D,k = ANDY-~ + b 7 
k=O 
where A = CFz-u2 C~_,D,N-‘-“(AN)D,~, ordt 6 6 N - 2. 
Hence, 
A~@N--~ = 1 2 {AND,N-~ + (ANDF-’ )*} + i{A~br-~ - (ANDY-‘)*} 
=v-$& (2.2.7) 
where 
V = ${AND~-* - (AND,~-‘)*}, V* = V, ordtV < N - 1. 
Since 
N-l 
A=AN@+A, A = c Ah@, ordt A < N - 1, 
k=O 
one gets 
A = (ANDY-‘) o Dt + d (2Z7) (V - is) 0 ot + L\ 
= (v - +A) 0 (& •,- tj) -,- 6 = v 0 iF -+ &_l, 
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where A\N_~ = V o ij - +A o ii, + A, ordt 6,-r < N - 1. 
Thus, (2.2.4) is proved. 
Suppose now that A = 9 o in + &, where v* = p’, ordt & 6 k. We prove that in 
this case A = 0 o in + &-I, where o* = 9, ordt &_r < k - 1. 
Indeed, since the operator & satisfies (2.1.1), one has Ak = 9 o in + &-I, where 
v* = v, ordt &_r < k - 1. Therefore, A = v o iF + & = (9 + 9) o IF + A,_, = ^- - _ ^ - 
VO/F+Ak-r,WhereV=V+V. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. Cl 
Since operators A and d generate the same element of the group E~‘“-‘(JJ~), we 
see that Theorem 2.2.1 follows from the lemma. 
Corollary 2.3.1. Ify is an evolution equation (2.2.1)) then Ef’n-l (Ym) is isomorphic 
to the linear space of C-differential operators 
A = c ai,...in_,@ 0 . . . 0 021; : F(Ycm) + F&J, a;,...;,,_l E F(L) 
such that 
A* = -A, (2.3.1) 
&(A)+Aot,+QoA=O, (2.3.2) 
where D,(A) = [ot, A]. 
3. Examples 
In this section we compute the groups Ef7*(Y,) f or some evolution equations with 
single space variable x = 21 (n = 2). In the sequel notations Uk = 81cu/axk, pk = 
pw, D, = ii, are used. 
k 
3.1. Proposition 3.1.1. If Y = {ut = f(x,u,ul,. ..,uzs)}, af/au,, # 0, s 2 1 is an 
even order evolution equation, then 
E,2Q,) = 0. 
Proof. Assume the converse. Then there exists an operator A # 0, satisfying the 
system (2.3.1), (2.3.2). Substituting A = xr!_, Uk@, Uk E F(y,), a, # 0 in (2.3.2), 
we get 
5 &@: t (0% 0 (af/aPzs) t v*> 0 5 akD: 
k=O k=O 
N 
t c ak@ 0 (af/apzsD: t 0) = 0, 
k=o 
228 
where ordV < 2s - 1. 
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Since the coefficient of Dr+2s vanishes, 
2aivz - = 0. 
.9 
But this contradicts our 
3.2. The following lemma 
assumptions. The proposition is proved. Cl 
is needed in the sequel. 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let Y = { ut = -u3 + h(z, u, ul)} and an operator A = Cf=, akDk, 
aN # 0, ak E F(jJ,) satisfy the system (2.3.1), (2.3.2). Then N = 2s + 1 and 
29-l 
A = a(t)Dp+1 + c akD$ 
k=o 
Proof. Substituting A xF__, UkDk in (2.3.1) one gets 
aN = (-l)N+laN, 
aN_1 = (-1) N+‘ND,(~~) + (-l)N~~_r. 
Since aN # 0, from the first equation it follows that N = 2s + 1. Then the second 
equation can be rewritten as 
(2s + l)D,(aas+r) - 2azs = 0. 
Substituting lf = -02 •t ih and A = ~~=‘,’ akDk in (2.3.2), one gets 
(3.2.1) 
29+1 
2 o&k)@ t 
k=O 
from where it follows that 
~&(w~+I) = 0. 
Hence ass+1 = a(t). Then 
cl 
2s+1 29+1 
(@t$,)o c Q&t c a/c 0:0(-D; t/h)= 0, 
k=O k=o 
from (3.2.1) it follows that a zs = 0. The lemma is proved. 
3.3. Theorem 3.3.1. Let 
Y = {w = -u3t9(5,4'111}, dg/du # 0. 
Then EfY1(yoO) = 0. 
Proof. Assume that an operator A # 0 satisfies the system (2.3.1), (2.3.2). By Lemma 
3.2.1 A has the form 
29-l 
A = cx(t)Dz+’ + c akDk, cr # 0, ak E F(Y,). 
k=o 
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For the equation under consideration one has 
IF = -0: +9(z,P@z + g@pl, 1; = 0: -g(6p#z - g,, 
where 90 = dg/dpe, gz = dg/dz. Substituting these expressions into (2.3.2) we get 
23-l 
c&+1 + c mQ)D; 
k=o 
29-l 
+ (0; - 9D, - 9,) 0 (,@+’ t c &c)~:) 
k=O 
(3.3.1) 
23-l 
t c D&k)@) o (-0: t 9Dz t 90Pl) = 0. 
k=O 
Let s > 1. Equating the coefficient of D$+’ in (3.3.1) to zero, one obtains 
at t 3&(%-l) t (2s t 2)a&(g) - zag, = 0. (3.3.2) 
Equation (3.3.2) is solvable only if cyggZ = 0. Since by assumption a # 0, we have 
go1 = 0 and 
Qs-1 = -i(2s + 2)og - &z + &(z,t). (3.3.3) 
Prove now that 
a23-j = c2s-p(~)90Pj-l mod F’_2(YW), j = 2,3,. . . ,2s, (3.3.4)j 
where C2s-j are constant, while cp = $ mod F,(yW) means q - ?/J E Fk(yW). We shah 
prove (3.3.4)j by induction over j. First we show that 
a23-2 = C23--2a(t)90Pl mod Fo(YW) = C”(E). 
Indeed, equating the coefficient of D2-l in (3.3.1) to zero, one obtains 
(3.3.4)~ 
2U&-2 = (2s - l)D,(u2,_r). 
Combining this with (3.3.3) one gets (33.4)~. 
Assume now that (3.3.4)j is proved for all j < k + 1 and prove (3.3.4)k+2: 
a2s-k-2 - c2s-k-2a(t)g@Pk+l mod Fk(yco). 
Equating the coefficient of DF-lc in (3.3.1) to zero, we get 
Dt(aZs-k)tD:(a2s-k)t 3D:(a2s-k-l)t3&(a2s-k-2) 
- 9&@2s-k)- 9&2s-k t~(c~~~~~~+2(g)tc2ks+:1~$+1(g0p~)) 
t? 
u2s_i(c~s~i+lD~-'+l(g)+c~s~iD~-"(g~pl))= 0. (3.3.5) 
i=l 
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It is easily shown that from (3.3.5) it follows that 
3@(%-&-1) t 3Dz(%--k-2) t aC,k,++2,Wk+2 = 0 mod Fk+l(Y,). 
Finally, using (3.3.4)k+l, we obtain (3.3.4)b+z. 
Thus, (3.3.4)j for j = 2,3,. . . ,2s are proved. 
Now consider the coefficient of ijz in (3.3.1): 
D&Jo) t D;(Ql) - g&(ao) - gzao t &“+l(g@l) 
2s-1 
+c WJ&~z-Q) = 0. 
(3.3.6) 
k=O 
Since, by (3.3.4)0, a0 - coag0p2s_1 modF2s-2(Y,), from (3.3.6) it follows that 
Y0Pzst2 E f'2s+l(Ym). From 90 # 0 one has Q = 0. But this contradicts the as- 
sumption a # 0. 
To conclude the proof, it remains to note that if an operator A = a(t)o, satisfies 
the system (2.3.1), (2.3.2) then A = 0. The theorem is proved. Cl 
3.4. Theorem 3.4.1. Let y = {ut = --us + 3~;} be the Ph’dV equation. Then 
Ef!“(y,) is isomorphic to the two-dimensional linear space, generated by 
A, = D, and Az=Dz--4plD,-2~2. 
Proof. The proof is also by direct calculation and is omitted. Cl 
4. Vanishing theorems for the groups J!S~‘~-‘(Y~), p > 2 
4.1. Let Y = {F = 0}, F E Fk(yoo) b e a regular differential equation in a one- 
dimensional linear bundle K : En+’ + M”. 
Let us introduce two classes of equations by the following Conditions DC1 and DC2. 
Condition DCl. The submodule KF = {V o in 1 V E CDiff(F(Y’,), F(Y,))} 
of the module CDiff(F(Y,), F(Y,)) p assesses a direct complement in the module 
CDiff(F(Y,), F(Y,)), i.e., there exist a submodule c3 c CDiff(F(y,), F(y,)) such 
that 
CDiff(F(Y,), F(Y,)) = IiF @ 0. 
(Or, equivalently: For any operator A E CDiff(F(y,), F(ym)) there exists a unique 
decomposition A = V o tF + A, where A E 0.) 
Condition DC2. The submodule K,F possesses a direct complement (3 with the fol- 
lowing property: if an operator A E c3 vanishes on ker &, then A is trivial. (Equiv- 
alent formulation: if an operator A E CDiff(F(Y,), F(Y,)) vanishes on keri~, then 
A = V o IF for some operator V E CDiff(F(YW), F(Y’,)).) 
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Condition DC1 is the condition of “general position”. On the contrary, Proposition 
4.1.1 (see below) shows that Condition DC2 restricts the class of considered equa- 
tions. Nevertheless, many equations used in applications satisfy Condition DC2 (see 
Proposition 4.1.2). 
Proposition 4.1.1. If a regular equation Y = {F = 0}, F E Fk(Y,) in a one- 
dimensional linear bundle n : E”+l --f Mn, n > 2, satisfies Condition DC2, then the 
algebra of symmetries Sym y M keriF is infinite dimensional. 
Proof. Consider operators A, A; of the form CzI u;Dj, where j is chosen as follows. 
If the local expression of the operator r~ contains all Dk’s, k = 1,. . . , n, then j is 
arbitrary. If the local expression of the operator in does not contain some nk, then we 
assume j = k. It is obvious that the operator Cz, u;oj is not of the form V o IF. 
Note that for any function f E F(y,) and any operator A E CDiff(F(y,), F(Y,)) 
the operator A, = fA - A(f) p assesses the property Af(f) = 0. Moreover, if f # 0 
and the order of A is positive, then A, # 0.’ 
Assume now that the algebra Sym y is finite dimensional and let (~1, . . . , C,OJV} be a 
basis for this algebra. Construct an operator A = CE, a;Bj # 0 vanishing on ker fp 
in the following way. Let Ar be an operator such that Ar # 0 and Ar(vr) = 0. Then 
there exists an operator A2 # 0 such that A,(Ar(y,)) = 0, and so on. Proceeding in 
the same way, we construct an operator AN # 0 such that 
AN(@N-I 0 . . . o Ar)(p~)) = 0. 
The operator A = AN o AN-~ o . . . o Ar # 0 vanishes on ker in, but is not of the form 
V 0 IF. 
This contradicts Condition DC2. The proposition is proved. •I 
Proposition 4.1.2. Suppose that an evolution equation y = {ut = f(z, u, ~1,. . . , uk)} 
possesses symmetries of arbitrary high order. Then y, satisfies Condition DC2. 
Proof. Let 0 be a submodule spanned by operators II,“, k > 0. It is clear that 
CDiff(F(Y,), F(y,)) = l<F $ 0. Supp ose that an operator A E 0 vanishes on 
keriF and prove that A = 0. Let A = xr!_, ukD,,“, ak E F(y,), aN # 0. Then 
there exists G such that all uk E Fti(y,), By assumption, there exists a symme- 
try ‘p E FM(Y~), d$~/dp~ # 0, dv/dpM+k = 0, A4 2 A?, k > 0. Then we have 
~/~PM+N(A(v)> = UN&+J/~~M # 0, while A(v) = 0. 
This contradiction proves the proposition. 0 
4.2. Now we formulate our main results. 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let a regular equation Y = {F = 0}, F E Fk(y,) in a one- 
dimensional linear bundle A : E*+l + M” satisfy Condition DC2 and E~“‘n-l(yw) = 
Oforsomepo> 1. 
Then E,“7”-1(Y,) = 0 for any p 2 PO. 
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Theorem 4.2.2. Let un evolution equation 
satisfy the following conditions 
(1) @‘(YccJ ’ fi ‘t d 2s 722 e imensional linear space; 
(2) y possesses symmetries of arbitrary high order. 
Then J!S~‘~(Y~) = 0 for p > 3. 
From Theorem 4.2.2 it follows, in particular, that E,p7’(YW) = 0 for p > 3, if Y is 
the Burgers equation, KdV, PKdV or MKdV equations. 
The proofs of Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 are given in Section 5 and 6, respectively. 
5. Proof of Theorem 4.2.1 
5.1. Filtration. In this section we suppose that the equation Y = {F = 0} satisfies 
Condition DCl. 
Fix a sequence E = (~1,. . . , E,) of a length s where &i E (0, l} and let J&J = ~1 + 
- -. + Ed. Denote by I(!‘) an F(Y,)- b su mo u e in CDiff(,)(F(YW); F(Y,)) generated d 1 
by A, 8 . . . @J A,, where A; E IiF, if E; = 1. Let also 0:) = cIEl,k K!“), k = 0, 1,. . . . 
Obviously, 0;’ 1 Okjl , and we get a filtration in CDiff(,)(F(Y,); F(Y,)). 
For any operator A E CDiff(,)(F(Y,); F(Y,)) there exist two decompositions: 
A = j+), 
k=o 
(5.1.1) 
where Atk) E O~‘\O~~, = St), and 
A= c AE, (5.1.2) 
CZ(E1 ,...,Es) 
where A’ E &‘I, while the module &‘I is generated by operators Al @I . . . @ A, E 
CDiff(,)(F(Y,); F(Y,)) where A; E 0 if E; = 0, and A; E KF if E 
(81, 
= 1. 
In the same way one can introduce a filtration by submodules 0, (Q) in the module 
cDiff(,)(F(Y,), Q; J’(Y,)), where Q is a F(Ym -module, and write two decom osi- 
tions (5.1.1) and (5.1.2), w h 2 ere Atkl E Ot)(Q)\0,“!,(Q) = at)(Q) and AE E ri,” (Q), (P 
respectively, while the module R!“‘(Q) is generated by operators Al @ . . . @ A, @ 0 6 
CDiff(,)(F(Y~),Q;F(Y,)), A; E 0 of E; = 0, and A; E I<j7 if &1 = 1. 
Lemma 5.1.1. Suppose that an equation y satisfies Condition DC1 and A E 
CDiff(,l(J’(Y,), 8; F(Y,)) (A E cDiff(,)(J’(Y,); F(Y,))). Then A = C, A’ = 0 
ifl AE = 0 for all E = (~1, . . . , Ed). 
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Proof. We consider the case A E CDiff(,)(F(Y,),Q; F(Y,)). Suppose that A = 
C, AC = 0. Fix jr,. . . , fs_l E F(Y,), q E Q, and define an operator Ah ,..., fs_-l,q E 
CDiff(F(Y,); F(Y,)) by putting 
Aj,,...,js_,;,(.f) = AU,,. . . , fs-1, f, q), f E F(Yca). 
Then one has 
A,l,...h-1x = c q,..., .fs_1;9 + c A71 ,..., fs-1x = O- 
Es=0 e,=l 
(5.1.3) 
Obviously, the first summand in (5.1.3) belongs to 0, while the second lies in f<F. 
Therefore, 
c A’ = 0, c A’ = 0. (5.1.4) 
es=0 cc=1 
Substituting arbitrary functions fi, . . . , fs_2, fs E F(Y,) for the places 1, . . . , s - 2, s 
in (5.1.4), one gets 
c AE = 0, c A’ = 0, c A’ = 0, c A’ = 0, 
ES=0 ES=0 c,=l Es=1 
Es-1 =o Es-1 =l Es-1 =o s,_1=1 
Continuing in the same way, we see that the equation A = 0 is equivalent to a 
system of 2S equations of the form AE = 0. Lemma 5.1.1 is proved. Cl 
5.2. To proceed we need more auxiliary facts. In this subsection Q is a F(Y,)-module. 
Lemma 5.2.1. Let Vi,. . .,V, E CDiff(F(Y,); F(Y,)) and q E CDiff(Q;F(Y,)). 
Then 
G 0 (VI 0 iF 8.. . @ v, 0 iF @ 0) = 0 
#vlotF@.. .@v,&@o=o 
ergo(V,@.. .@v,@n)=o 
* Vl c3 . . . @I v, @ cl = 0. 
Proof. From the equation 
FF 0 (VI 0 iF @ . ..@V.&@n)=O (5.2.1) 
it follows that 
G o ((02 o iF)(fz)...(& 0 fF)(_fs)n(Q)) 0 VI 0 i$’ = 0 (5.2.2) 
for any fi,... ,fs E J’(Y,) and q E Q. By Condition DC1 (5.2.2) is equivalent to 
% o ((02 o iF)(h)..-(vs 0 iF)(h)%)) 0 vl = 0, 
or to the equation 
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Suppose now that (5.2.1) is equivalent to the following equation 
FF 0 (Vl@ . . . @ v/$ @ Vk+l 0 ij2 @ . . * 63 v, 0 iF @I 0) = 0 (5.2.3) 
and prove that then (5.2.1) is equivalent to 
G 0 (VI @ . . . @ vk+l @ vk+2 0 iF @ . . . @ v, 0 iJ7 @ 0) = 0. (5.2.4) 
Indeed, from (5.2.3) it follows that 
G 0 (00~). . . vk(fk)vk+2(iF(fk+2)). . . vs(~F(fs))%f))vk+l 0 IF = 0 
(5.2.5) 
FF o (&(.fi) * - . vk(fk)~k+2(~F(fk+2)) . . . vs(fF(_fdn(d) 0 vk+l = 0. 
Since fr,. . . , fk,fk+2,. . . ,fs E F(y,) and q E Q are arbitrary, we get (5.2.4). 
Thus, we have proved by induction over k that (5.2.1) is equivalent to the equation 
+(Vr@.. . @ v, @ 0) = 0. 
Consider now the equation 
(5.2.6) 
i; 0 0; 0 (v&F(&))... v$F(fd%)) 0 iF = 0 
adjoint to (5.2.2). By DCl, this equation is equivalent to (5.2.7): 
% O 0: 0 (v2(fF(_f2)). . . v3(iF(_fs))%?)) = 0. 
Taking the adjoint operator in the left side of (5.2.7), we get 
(v2 0 iF)(f2). . . (vs 0 fF)(.fs)n(q))vl O IF = 0. 
Finally, we obtain 
(5.2.7) 
(vl OiF)@...@(vs OiF)@u = 0. (5.2.8) 
Using induction, it is easily proved that (5.2.8) is equivalent to the equation 
vr @I... @ v, @ cl = 0. (5.2.9) 
Replacing vjOiF by Vj in the proof of the equivalence (5.2.1) e (5.2.8), we obtain 
(5.2.9) W G 0 (Or @ . . . @ v, @ 0) = 0. 
Lemma 5.2.1 is proved. 0 
In the sequel we suppose that an equation y = {F = 0} satisfies Condition DC2. 
Lemma 5.2.2. Let A;j E 0, El E CDiff(Q; F(y,)) and an operutorA1@. . .@A,@90 = 
Cj Alj @ * * * @ A,j @ q j vanish 072 
ker iF ~3 . . _. 8 kerrq@Q. , 
s 
Then A1 @ . . . @ A, @ q = 0. 
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Proof. Suppose that ~1,. a., cps-l E ker[F and q E Q. Then the operator 
A&r). . - A,_~(~,_l)Cl(q)A, E 0 vanishes on kerfF. Hence, it is trivial, i.e., 
A1 @ “‘@As-1 @As @ •~kx~~~ = '* . . . @keriF@F(Yoo)@Q 
s--l 
Suppose we have proved the equality 
&a..@A,~u( _ = 
ker~F@...c&eriF Ci3 F(Y,)@...@F(y,) @Q 
0, l<l<s. 
-- 
1 c-l 
Then 
Al@. . .@As@nl = _ 
kerIF@...c3keri~ @F(Y,)@...@F(Yrx) @Q 
0, l<l<s. 
-- 
I-l s-l+1 
(5.2.10) 
Indeed, consider an operator 
A = AI(pl A-1 (w-&4+&+1 > . . . -4(qs)WA, 
_ 
where PI,... , w-1 E ker 1F and qi+l,. . . , qs E F(y,). 
The operator A belongs to (3 and vanishes on keI’fF. Therefore, A = 0, and we 
obtain (5.2.10). Lemma 5.2.2 is proved. Cl 
Lemma 5.2.3. If an operator 
A=A,@.. . @ A, @ 0 E CDiff(,)(F(Y,), Q; F(YW)), 
vanishes on ker in @ . . . @ keriF @Q then A E O!“‘(Q). > \ / 
s 
Proof. Represent Ai in the form Ai = Vi 0 in •l- Ai, i = 1,. . . , S, A; E 0. Then 
A = A, @ . . . @ A, @ 0 = A1 18 . . . @ A, @ Cl + 01, where Or E Ot’ and we are to 
prove that Al @ . . . @ A, @ Cl = 0. But, obviously, 
Lemma 5.2.3 follows now from Lemma 5.2.2. q 
Let A E CDiff(,)(F(Y,);F(Y,)) and f E F(Y,). Define an operator A, E 
CDiff(,-r)(F(X,); F(Y,)) by 
A.dfi,. . . , fs-1) = A(f, fi,. . . , fs-1). (5.2.11) 
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Lemma 5.2.4. If A E CDiff(,)(F(jJ,); F(y,)), cp E kerfF and A+, E Opel), then 
A E Oi’). 
Proof. It has to be proved that A(“) = 0 (see 5.1.1). Since A9 E Sq-‘, we have 
(A(‘)), = (A(p)(o) = 0. The condition (Aq)(‘) = 0 means that 
A(“) = 0. 
kerrF~F(Yoo)~...~‘F(Ya) 
(5.2.12) 
s-1 
From Lemma 5.2.2 with Q = F(Y,) @ . . . @ F(Y,) and from (5.2.12) it follows that 
A(‘) = 0. Lemma 5.4.2 is proved. q 
5.3. The rest of the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 is based on Lemmas 5.3.1-5.3.4. In the 
sequel we use the notations of Subsection 1.6. 
Lemma 5.3.1. If A E kervk+l), then p,+r(A) E Op). 
Proof. Let A = (Al A . . . A A,) @ V, A;, V E CDiff(F(Y,); F(ym)). Condition 
0 E ker vt++’ means that (see (1.6.1)‘) 
A, A . . . AA,AVC&=O. (5.3.1) 
By DC1 every operator A; can be written as A; = V; o LF + A;, i = 1,. . . , s, A; E 0. 
Then combining (5.3.1) and Lemma 5.1.1, we get (Al A . . . A A,) 8 V = 0. Applying 
P,+~, we obtain 
V*(Ar A . . . A A,) = 0. 
Let us compute p,+r(A): 
(5.3.2) 
r.ls+r(A> = P,+I((& A . . . A A,) @ V) = V*(A, A . . . A A,) 
= V*(Ar A.. . A A,) + 0, 
where Cl E Up’. 
Combining this with (5.3.2), one obtains p,+r(A) = Cl E Oy’. Lemma 5.3.1 is 
proved. 0 
Lemma 5.3.2. If E;‘n-l (yoo) = 0, s > 2 and A E ker us+1 , then A E Up’. 
Proof. Recall that A E CDiff$(F(YW); F(YW)). Suppose p E kerr=, Then 
A9 E CDiff&)(F(Y,); F(y,)) and, moreover, Aq E kern, (see (1.5.4)). Since 
E;J+’ (Yoo) = 0, i.e., ker us = p(ker up’), we have A ‘p = ~(0) for some operator 
Cl E ker ut). Hence, by Lemma 5.3.1, we have Aq E Op-‘). Then from Lemma 5.2.4 
it follows that A E Of’. Lemma 5.3.2 is proved. Cl 
Consider an operator A E ker o,+r. By [A] we denote the corresponding element of 
the group EI’“-’ (ym). 
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Lemma 5.3.3. If A E ker r~,+r n Oi”‘, then [A] = 0. 
Proof. Since A E Oi”‘, we have A = Ci=r Atk). Let fr, . . . , f.+l E F(Y,) be arbitrary 
functions. Consider the operator A,,,..., fs_l E CDiff(F(Y,); F(Y,)) defined by 
Aj,,...~.__,(_f) = Nh, . . -7 fs-1, f>, f E Wm). 
Iff; = (p; E keriF, i = l,..., s - 1, then (1.6.2) transforms to the following equation 
for A 91 ,...r(Ps-1 :
pF o A 91 r...r(Pa-1 = A;l,...,9s--l o 6. (5.3.3) 
Since A~),...,9,_, = 0 for k > 2, (5.3.3) is equivalent to the following equation for 
A@) 
91,...r(Ps-1: 
% 0 A:! ,..., 9s_1 = (‘$) ,..., 9s-l)* O h’. (5.3.4) 
Substituting Br A . . . A B,_* A 0: o &, B; E 0, i = 1,. . . ,s - 1, for A(‘) in (5.3.4), 
we obtain 
or 
f; o [(B1 A.. . A B,_&q,. . . , ps-l)]vf 0 IF 
= 1;;- o (V;)*[(Br A . . . A B,_&q,. . . ,ys_l)] 0 iF, 
pF 0 B(p)Ovf OiF = pFO(vf)* O@)OiF, (5.3.5) 
where B = B1 A . . . A B,_l and $Y = (p, . . . ,ys-l). By Lemma 5.2.1, equation (5.3.5.) 
is equivalent to B(p) o 0: = (Vf)’ o B(p) which means that 
(V;)*o(B@l)=B@v; (5.3.6) 
on ker&@.. 
. 
. @ kerrF @F(y,). By Lemma 5.2.3, from (5.3.6) it follows that 
/ 
S-l 
B@Vf =(Vf)*o(B@ l)&, 
where 6, E O~“-“(F(YW)), or 
B A 0: 0 & = (of)* 0 (B A iF) + &, (5.3.7) 
where A, E 06”‘. 
Represent the operator B1 A . . . A B,_l A 0: 0 ij7 = B A 0; 0 iF as follows 
BA 0: 0 iF = +{B A vf 0 iF+(of)* O(B A iF)} 
+ ${Br\ vf OiF -(vF)* O(B A IF)}. 
Using (5.3.7), one can rewrite this equality as 
BAvfO&=$(BAVf 0 iF+(vf)* O(B A iF)}+ &. (5.3.8) 
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The operator in braces in (5.3.8) is ~s+r(0), where 
Thus we have 
where A2 E 06”‘. 
Hence [A] = [A,] and one can regard, that all the operators A E ker T.I, generating 
nontrivial elements of the group Ef+““-‘(JJm) lie in OF’. 
Assume now that for computation of the group Es+r’“-r(JJW) it is sufficient to solve 
equation (1.6.2) in the module Ot), Ic < s, i.e., to find all operators of the form 
A = c;=, A(j), satisfying (1.6.2). Th en we shall show, that any such operator A can 
be represented as A = A + Ak+r , where A E ps+r(ker ~p+r)) and Ak+r E @$r. 
so, suppose that the operator A = c,“_& A(j), where Atk) = Cr A . . . A c,_k A 
V f-k+1 0 ip A. . . A 05 o [F, satisfies equation (1.6.2). Substituting arbitrary symmetries 
cpl , . . . , ys_k of the equation y for first s - Ic arguments in (1.6.2), we get 
G o [(cl A . . . A cs-k)($'l, . . . , $&-k)vf_k+, 0 in A . . . A Vf 0 &‘I 
= f: ~O(VF)*[(clA...Ac~-k)(~l,...,~s-k) 
j=s-k+l 
* vF_k+l 0 il7 A . . . A Vy_-l 0 IF A & A Vy+, 0 L$? A . . . A VF 0 iF]. 
From Lemma 5.2.1 it follows that the last equation is equivalent to (5.3.9): 
(c, A . . . A cs-k>(vl , . . . , $%-k)vf_k+, A . . . A V: 
= f: (v~)*[(c, A . . . A cs-k)(‘pl,. . . ,vs-k) 
j=s-k+l 
* vf_k+, A . . . A V,c_, A 1 A Vy+l A . . . A OF]. 
Equation (5.3.9) means that 
c @I (vf_k+l A . . . A 05) 
(5.3.9) 
(5.3.10) 
= f: (v~)*(C@(V~_k+,A...AV~_,AIAV~+lA...AV;)) 
j=s-k+l 
on keriF@.. 
. .@keriF@F(Y,)@.. 
. @J F(y,), where C = Cr A . . . A Cs_k. 
\ 4 
s-k k 
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Combining Lemma 5.2.3 and (5.3.10), one gets 
= c (v~)*(b(V~k+l A.. .AVjC_l AlAV,C+, A.. .Av,c))+&, 
j=s-k+l 
c @ (v,c_k+l A . . . A 0;) 
(5.3.11) 
= f: (Vy)*((?@(V;_,+,/\. . ./\V,C_,Al/\Vy++. .@))+&+I, 
j=s-k+l 
where the operator &+I has k + 1 component of the form V o IF. 
Alternating (5.3.11) one obtains 
c A (vF__,+, A . . . A 0;) 
(5.3.12) 
= c (v~)*(~A(v~,+,A.. .AVjC_IAIAV,CoA.. .Av;))+&.+l, 
j=s- k+l 
where &+I E @+),. 
Consider the operator 
0 = (c A v;_,+, 0 in A.. . A 0; o &z) @ 1 
•t ; 2 (c A v;,+, o ip A . . . A vr_l o id 
J=s-k+l 
A i$ A v$ 0 IF A . ..A vf 0 &)@ v;, 
0 E CDiff$t)(F(Ym), F(Y,); n(Y,)). It is easily proved that 0 E ker VP+‘). Indeed 
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Thus, the operator ~,+r(Cl) E ker vu,+1 generates the trivial element of the group 
G+““-’ (Ym). But 
~s+l(0)=CAv~__k+,A...AVS 
+;, f: (Vjc)*(~AV~_k+lA...AV~_lAIAV~+lA...AV~) 
j=s-/c+1 
= c A vf_k+l A . . . A 0; -I- ; - (c A V;_k+l A.. . A 0; - A,,,) 
Ictl cAvc A 1 =-. 
k s-k+1 *** 
A 0: - -&+l, 
k 
or, in other words, 
Atk) = c A vF__,+, A . . . A 0: = j-$ * Ps+I(~) t LAk+l. 
ktl 
(5.3.13) 
From (5.3.13) we get the required representation of the operator A = xi=, A(j). 
Thus, we have proved by induction the following: if an operator A satisfies equation 
(1.6.2) and generates a nontrivial element of the group Ef+l’n-l(y,o), then A is of the 
form _ _ 
A = Vr 0 1F A . . . A v, 0 IF. (5.3.14) 
Substituting (5.3.14) for A in (1.6.2), we get 
f; 0 (VI 0 iF A . . . A v, 0 &‘) 
s 
= 
c 
~OV;O(V~OiFA...AVj_~O~F/\iFr\Vj+~OiFA...AVsOiF), 
j=l 
or (see Lemma 5.2.1) 
VI A... Av, = +;o(&A.. e A Vj-r A 1 A Vj+r A e e e A 0,). (5.3.15) 
j=l 
Consider the operator 
I%(vlOiFA . . . A v, 0 iF)@ 1 
+f$(&O&iL. ./\Vj-~Oi~~i~~Vj+~Oi~~...~V,Oi~)~~j. 
j=1 
Operator fi possesses the following properties. First, 
v;+l(fi) = VI 0 iF A . . . A v, 0 iF A iF 
++OfF/i . ..~Vj-~Oi~~i~~\j+~Oi~~...~~gOi~/\~jOi~ 
g=l 
= 0. 
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Secondly, 
ps+@)=v~oi~A...Avsoij7 
+;~V;O(v~oiFA . . . A Vj_1 0 in A in A Vj+l 0 iF A.. . A V, 0 iF) 
j=l 
(5.215) s t 1 - _ 
- . V,OiFA...AV,o1F. 
s 
Thus, we see that the operator 
kv@iFA... Avs&+P(-&fi) 
generates the trivial element of the group Ei+““-‘(Ym). Lemma 5.3.3 is proved. Cl 
Lemma 5.3.4. I~E~‘“-‘(~w) = 0, then E,2’“-‘(Yw) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that 
pF 0 A = A* 0 iF, (5.3.16) 
where A : F(jJ,) t F(Y,). Then pF(A(v)) = 0, whenever cp is a symmetry. Since 
EY (yoo) = {‘p 1 G(y) = 0) = 0, one has A lkerrF= 0. Therefore, A = V o & for an 
operator V : F(JJ,) + F(Y,). Substituting A = V o iF in (5.3.16), we get 
pF 0 v 0 iF = pF 0 v* 0 iF. (5.3.17) 
By Lemma 5.2.1, (5.3.17) is equivalent to the equation V = V*. Therefore [A] = 
[V o iF] = 0. Lemma 5.3.4 is proved. Cl 
6. Proof of Theorem 4.2.2 
We shall prove the triviality of the groups 
Let us recall that an evolution equation y 
Ut = f(5, U, d?@z,. . .) cY”u/ds”), 
ES+l’l (Yoo) for s > 2. 
possessing symmetries of arbitrary high order, satisfies Condition DC2 with module 
0 = {C&l e/CD: I ak E F(Y,), Ic = 0, l,...}. 
Let Al,. . . , A, E c3 be a basis for the space Ef"(Y_,) and A = CL=-, A(“) E 
ker v,+r . Then the operator A’pl..,‘ps_-I, where ~1,. . . , ps-l E ker iF, generates an ele- 
ment of Ef"(Ym), i.e., 
where c$!...~,_~ E l&V = V*. 
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Substituting Al A . . . A A,, A; E 0 for A(‘) in (6.1), we obtain 
Ag!..,,_, = (AI A . . . A LI)(PI, . . . , WI)& 
+ (-1)“~‘(AZ A.. . A A&PI, . . .,p,-1)4 
+ (-I)“-‘(As A.. . A A,-z)((PI,. . . ,ys-l)As.-I 
T 
(6.2) 
= c ~$!...~,_, A3’ 
j=l 
Thus, if A = Cizo Atk) E ker ~,+r, then for any symmetries ~1,. . . , ps_l there exist 
constants c$~...~,_, such that (6.2) is valid. 
Show, that there exist symmetries 91,. . . , ~~-1 such that (6.2) cannot be valid if 
Al A . . . A A, # 0. 
First, rewrite the operator A1 A . . . A A, as 
Al A . . . A A, = c %,...i, Di’ A z * * * A 02, a;,...;, E F(Y,). W) 
il<...<i, 
Suppose that A1 A . . . A A, # 0. Then there exist a coefficient UM,...M, # 0 which 
can be chosen as follows. Let M, = max{i, ( a;,...;, # 0). Consider 
MS-I = max{&-r I ai,...i,_l~s # 01, 
MS-2 = max{L2 I ~;,...~,_2~,_1~s # 01, 
and so on. Then UM,...M, # 0 will be the required coefficient. 
Let now M be a number such that all functions (I;, . ..i. and all coefficients of operators 
Aj, j = l,..., T belong to F*(YW). Substitute for ~1,. . . , ps-l in (6.2) arbitrary 
symmetries of the orders kr , . . . , ks-1, respectively (i.e., dq;/dpki # 0 and dq;/dpki+l = 
0 for all 1 > 0), wherek;>M+(i-l)M,,i=l,...,s-l.Thenontheleft-handside 
of equation (6.2) one has an operator of the form Cy/o b,DL, where bk E F(Y,). Let 
us show that blat, $8 FM(~~). 
To do this rewrite (6.2) using (6.3): 
s 
c ai, . ..i. E Di’ A 2 . . . A fiiik A z 
il <...<i, k=l 
= c ,(j) ‘pl...‘pc_l Aj* 
j=l 
From this formula we get 
. . A Dis 
> 
(vl,. . , , v~_~)D? 
bitif, = c ui,...i,_,~,(Di.? A . . . A D?>(YI,. . . , ys-1). 
il <...<i,-1 
From (6.4) it follows that 
d”bM, 
(64 
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Thus, we obtain that bjv.r, E F’~(Yw), where M’ > k,_~ + MS_, > M, that is bMs $! 
FM(Y~). But by assumption, all coefficients of the operator on the right-hand side of 
(6.2) belong to I;;M(~~). Th is contradiction proves that Ato) = Al A . . . A A, = 0 and 
the theorem follows from Lemma 5.3.3. 0 
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